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We are very proud to present our new and upcoming game A Walk in the Dark.
Today we are launching our trailer, you can see it here:
http://youtu.be/MvjV-ve8Rto
In this action platformer you play as a cat, Bast, running through a dark fantasy world. You'll be
running, jumping and sliding with smooth and precise controls designed to make you feel like a
cat. But it wont be easy. In the dark you never know what lies in the shadows. In this dark
journey you will face strange creatures and dangerous traps.

Key Features:
A story driven platformer set in a dark fantasy world.
Fluid controls and animations: play as a cat, move like one.
Challenging levels set in a dark, strange and dangerous world.
Gravity inversion mechanics that will test your skills and ability to adapt to new gameplay.
Beautiful original soundtrack

Story
Arielle and her cat, Bast, spend a pleasant afternoon in the forest.
Bast, being free from the usual four walls of their home, can’t stay in one place. He runs around
playing with everything that moves and most of things that don’t too. In his haste to enjoy
everything, he ends up getting away from Arielle.
He starts to hear her calling for him, but the forest is such an interesting place. There are so
many things, so much space. Some little creatures challenge him. Bast pursues the little fellows.
It feels great to run in the forest.
He is about to catch one of them. He jumps to grab it but he fails. He falls on top of some old
stones. Something breaks under him. A cold breeze ruffles the trees chilling him to the bones. A
smoke rises forming a shadow. The shadow gains form and then matter. Someone, something
hovers above him. Some ancient foul-smelling thing that nails him to the ground. Bast is unable
to move.
Nearby, Arielle calls for him. The thing, the Spirit, turns around. As Arielle comes closer, the
Spirit flies in her direction and envelops her. Bast hears the muffled screams of Arielle. They
grow fainter as the spirit disappears in the forest.
Bast is alone. The sounds of the night emphasize that feeling.
Arielle is gone, and it is his fault.
He realizes that the once pleasant forest became a strange and dark place.
He starts running, hoping to help her. He fears it is to late.

And so it starts…

About Flying turtle software
We are a small independent team based in Portugal. A Walk in the Dark is our Biggest project
yet and our first truly independent project. We want to bring the environment and paranormal
creatures of a dark fantasy story to a memorable game that is fun to play.
For more information, please contact :
AWalkInThedark@flyingturtlesoftware.com

Press kit and Trailer download:
http://presskit.a-walk-in-the-dark.com

A Walk in the Dark website:
http://A-Walk-in-the-Dark.com

